Cancer of the tonsil: the results of ipsilateral radiation treatment.
The use of ipsilateral irradiation techniques to treat patients with carcinoma of the tonsil reduces the acute radiation reaction in the contralateral pharynx and late damage to the contralateral salivary tissue. However, this may also spare microscopic disease in apparently uninvolved contralateral lymph nodes. The purpose of this study was to analyse the survival and recurrence rates and sites of recurrance in a group of patients with carcinoma of the tonsil treated with ipsilateral techniques. Between 1975 and 1993, 271 patients with invasive squamous cell cancer of the tonsil were referred to the Vancouver Cancer Centre (VCC). One hundred and seventy-eight received ipsilateral radiation treatment. Three received surgery only, six post-operative radiation, 12 supportive treatment only and 72 bilateral radiation treatment. In the absence of bilateral neck nodes and extensive lymphodenopathy, field sizes were generally kept small to include the primary tumour and the first echelon of nodes. The most common dose was 60 Gy in 25 daily fractions in 5 weeks (2.4 Gy per day). The disease specific survival for all patients treated by radical radiation treatment was 61% at 5 years. For the 178 patients who received ipsilateral radiation treatment the overall primary tumour control rate by ipsilateral radiation treatment alone was 75% and for T1 and T2 tumours 84%. Eight (7.5%) of 101 of these patients with N0 nodes at presentation and without prior failure at the primary site, developed nodal recurrence (four within the initially radiated high dose volume). Two developed contralateral nodes, and two developed field edge nodal recurrence, one cured by surgery. In 54 patients with N1 disease, five developed nodal recurrence, two within field, two contralateral, one of whom was cured by surgery, and one at field edge. In 23 patients with N2a, N2b or N3 disease node control was achieved from radiation treatment in 11 and two more were cured by surgery. All nodal failures were within the radiated volume. Overall, 10 of the 25 patients with nodal failure were cured by subsequent surgery. Ipsilateral treatment of patients with carcinoma of the tonsil gives survival results that are at least as good as those reported with bilateral treatment with fewer side effects and a very low risk of failure in the contralateral neck.